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An. attempt· is made to determine the mechanism of diffusion 
enhancement with ultrasonics. Three hypothetical explanations of 
\-........ . 
t, ... .,, ,_ .. .,, . 
,-, 
this phenomenon are offered. I ~ First, a cyclical change in lattice 
geometry of ___ the base material could increase the probability of 
. \--- - - . - ,. 
reducing the activation energy for diffusion. It is expected that 
rr 
'• 
such an enhancement would be anisotropic and result from a reduction 
in the isotb.ermal work required for an atom to- jump in a particular 
direction. Secondly, it is possible for localized ·temperature 
increases at points of structural impe.rfections and high strain to 
increase the diffusion coefficient from an increase in the atomic 
' kinetic energy. Finally an excess o~ vacancies could be generated 
by the movement of dislocations as a result of the high strain rate 
·, 
associated wLth ultrasonics. 
In order to -determine which .effect is predominant the )~ 
df·_ffusion of .copper acceptors in germanium in the presence of ultra-
s_.onics is examined. This diffusion couple was cha.sen for its high 
diffusivity, ease of measurement, and extreme structure sensitivity. 
I -
. 0 U For the temperature -~·~ge of 500 C to 700 C ultrasonic energy at a 
• -----------. 
--·· -'i··~· . 
. •. J,. 
strain maximum of ~:pproximately 0.001.at 40 Kcps--*ad no effect on 
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that ultrasonics· did not ·introduce p~int. defects ·and dislocation·s· 
'r .. 
or alter·-thei~ mobil1ty to any significant degree. It is deduced 
that there is no significant temperature increase in the germanium 
:from ultrasonic straining., Finally, it is suggested that ultrasonic 
energy enhances the interstitial diffusion of copper by al t.ering. 
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The applications of ultrasonic energy are, in this decade, 
solving many ind~strial problems such .as material cleaning, non-
' destructive testing, soldering, a:nd welding. Ultrasonic cleaning 
re·sul ts basically fro·m the violent action of cavitation; while non-
... ,_: destructive t~sting employs,, the fundamental laws of phys.ics con-
•:.• "" .. '':' .... 
:....!,./ 
cerning 0the :propag·ation_ ·c)f mecharli-6al waves through various media. 
:Th.e advantages .of i.llt·ra_s..onic energy obtained during soldering,~, 
:result from ·ef-fici~:nt cleaning and wetting in one step whi_l:e 
ultrason'ic weldi.ng ,::i~· more complex. In this case surface cleaning · 
' 
_and breakup of-ox}des result in nearly pure material contact; this 
compined w:t.th fr:ictton-al heating and material seizure will result in-
.. -~ 11eld ·usual,ly s·howing_ no signs of recrystallization. Hence, -~-
·§:olfd .. state ·wel.·cL .Is· 1'.o,rmed with both similar and dissimilar materials •. 
-Tl1e- fl:e.ld of ultrasonics in general ·.involves the product.io.11 
.an.d 'Use ctf. mec.h~r1ic.al_ ·vibrations at cyclic, ;fre.quencies above the 
-~~ au.dfb_lt:=; range. A.~= .a -c.ompress·ive force is· applied _to a crystall·i_p:e 
,.. 
·sµb-$tanc .. e., ·th;e. l_~tt.ice is strained in the d:ire·ction ·o.f the force • ..:,-•--
-·. 
Upon remov.al :of ·the fclrce. the lattice wi1·1 vib:rtate in a m~nner .com-
. 
-
-, :parative to a .. con1:pressed- spring. The resultant tensile and 
. cQmp\ressive- strains of, the lattice are propagated through the 
n1aterial in the direction. of the ·initial force thus providing a· 
·.~-. - - -~-
: .. ~_ .. ,,. 
,. 
0 
. '1 , 
"' \ ~.., . 
·a-
. -~- .. 
- ·;~-- .' '_-'; -.--· 
.. _.,; 
___ . ____ ... __ .·-.----:·,:·· ·. __ --.-··. __ --> -~ .. ·-~---- ~--,--.-··;:;,·· ~~""""-' _' . 
! 
traveltng, wave. -When. the dimensions of a crystalline body are of a 
re.sonant length, a pressure wave is reflected at a surface-180~-00-t-_:_ ___ --~--
. 
~-
-· - .. - ---· ------------~ 
of phase with the imping~ng wave. This results in a standing 
pres-sure wave of a sinusoidal nature having nodal :points of zero 
strain and antinodes of maximum strain which alternate between 
compression and tension.·· The .integral strain of the half wavelength 
section between stress nodes gives rise to a 'displacement or excursion 
of ·one node when the o·ther is held stationary. Such an excursion 
·occurs at the_ driving frequency and is used as the tool ~fo.r soldering 
and welding.' 
Objectives of This Study 
·~ .. 
In ·view of the s~c~s-s achiev~d w:tt:h :tJ1e .application of 
' 
r . ultrasonics to the· abo·ve :processes, a :gre·ater emphasis is being 
·placed on its effec-ts .. during solid. st~te metallurgical reactions. 
The reactions o:f princip·Le inte:rest are diffusion, :preci:pi tation, 
and age :hardening and recrystallization. :The effe·.ct of ultrasonics 
,o.rt ·the:se sotld. ,s.:ta~,- reactions, as disc~s· .. sed :below, is dependen=-t on , 
<-the: high._ frequency cyclic straining of the .st.rti.ctur.e of the materials 
i-nvol,.ved rather than the net excursion of a resonant len~tp. of 
.n1aterial. A g~rteral objective of this work .is to obt~in a· better 
. 
. understanding of the changes found in these physical mechanisms 


























































All of the above solid state reactions involve, atorri trans-· 
~-- ----- ·--pG-r-t--,---w-h-ic:h is be-si--e-x~ne-d--in- a -st-udy of diffusion. Fo:r t-his '~- ----:-~---~~~ 
......... -1"" 
\ 
·. : .. ,.~ 
' 
-. -.~ - -
reason the ,specific objective of this endeavor is to study the effects 
-of ultrasonic energy on diffusion .in the so·lid state. . It has been 
revealed from a review of the literature, cited below, that ultra-
sonic straining increases case depth during carburization.·.: ... ~.:·"in view 
' 
of this, .it is implied thatQ diffusion reactions in gene~al are en-
:hanced with ultrasonics;. how~·v.er·, no direct analysis. for diffusion 
... -~efficients was performed. ·rn. tn,is. study an attempt. will fe made· 
to analyze ·:proposed mechanisms of ultrasonic diffusivity enhancement, I. 
both theoret·i cally and experimentally • 
.... 
Ultrasonically Enhanced Solid State Reactions_,'. 
' One of the e·arliest reports of enhanced diffusion during 
c¥Clie st!'aining,- is -the worf of SGhenck and Schmidtmann. (1) who 
\te.re c'c>ncerned with the effect of ¢:y.clic stressing upon diffus~on:~: 
.. ,6. 
' . 
. ,~r:h t·h.ei:r:- fir.s.t ~4.l)eriment.s,, plain carbon. steel, wa:s carourized under 
,;· ,., \'"., 
the iti;f ..luen·c~· ··of a cycli.b CLo·t;d at 5:0.0 · cycies per mfnute (cpm). · When 
,1_ -~··· 
:comparing ·t.h·e case de_:pth a.c.hie.·ved. d.urlngo s·tr·.a~ning wt-th. samples 
treated i.dentically without the cyclic lo·a·d, · th·e .f.o:rmer depth was 
_ _, __ -!-
- increased and the influence was more effectJ.v:~ at higher temperatureil 
,. 
and greater -s·train. · Static straining before ··:pulsating did not alter· 
., ·i' 
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~-. 
the res~lts; while the increase in case· depth was also noted when 
.. ..{ . 
:pulsating- only during an annea1;·· after a /previous carburization 
treatment._, Thus, it was concluded that cyclic -stressing .aided . 
diffusion and it was not merely impro·ving contact between· the iron 
fj 
--
and the carburizing medium. They next exposed specimens to· .. 
• I 
) .... _ .............. ·-. 
6 .. 
carburizing while loaded ultrasonically at 45-0 kilocycles per ·se-cond 
· (Kcps). Even ,though the strain was less in this instance the case 
depth was greater· than at 500 . .Cl)ffi.• 
,. 
It· was concluded that the total 
,.. 
, 
~.her&}', involving both fre:quency and_ amplitude, influenced carburf za-
-ti.on·. 
Roza.n-slt:i (2) studied carburization under the influence of 
µltrasonics as·· a means of aiding ·the p~oc·ess· without increasing the 
temperatur·e. His main inte·rest was to deternine more about the 
·.s.irnultaneous occurrtfnce of graphitization with increased diffu~ion 
under ultrasonics as reported by Tanaka, Yoshida and Tagaki (3), 
where cem~_!;ltite was decomposed by ultrasonic ·vibrations. Hence, 
Rozans·ki_ excited small diameter, acoustica11:y resonant, one half , 
wa·velength ·bars ultra.sonicaliy i_n a .furnace for .carburizing. At 
'28' Kqps, several samples of smallest qi~eter (ai.led one quarter 
. wavelength from the end·. H.ere' at the pair.it of maximum stress. and 
'.strain graphite w:as· fo~d; the· am,ount _decreased near the center and 
-~-
. 
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l~rger diameter·s:pecimens which did not fail and.no gra:phitization 
·was folllld in the unexcited specimens~ It was concluded that the 
gra:phitization w:as accelerated by the increased rate of carbon 
.......... .,, ................. .../ . 
"it-...,. .................. , .. ,,. .... , .. ,--,-~ ........ ,. 
. 
. diffusion due to the ultrasonic strain_ing, and a critical value of 
' stress was· required before graphite :particles were for~_ed. ~ 
Pogodin-Aleksee·v (4) ·verified an increase in- case depth-
during carburization with ult-rasonics, having a direct pro:po·rtionality 
with ~he stress amplitude. It was also possible to accelerate :pre-
·cipita.tion hardening of .nickel based alloys at both ele·vated and 
.-room tem:pt2ratures. He suggested that changes occur in the lattice-·. 
.~ ~ . 
. paramete-rf3 which accelerate diffusion, saturation of the m~trix, and 
;pre.c~p.ita.t-ion of excess solute from it. 
· In :a ~:tu.dy of the influence of ul trasont:cs ·on ;preci:pi t·at.ion. ;,. 
Jta.rdehing· or· iron b_ase al:l·oys.,. a reduction, PY a factor ot' 50_, in· 
·the time requ_i:red ;to gb.tain_ ... a fixed hardness was found. Also·. ,; . 
·a]~11111in1.1.1n :alloys were ,age hardened 20-~.5- times faster with ultrason'ic:s-·, 
l:\ 
~r:it:h· the fin~l hardness obtained b.eing .gr,e~ter in the aided spe-ci"mens. · 
! The. eftect~vene,ss of ultrasonics· a:p1i~ars to be independ'ent of f;requency 
between 300 cps anq 1500 Kcps but dependent on intensity_.. These 
-
:_f indin_g~ _ w~re. :tJtose of Gudtsov as. r·eported by Ermakov and· Al' ftan ( 5). · . 
fl A similar study by Ermakov and Al'-ftan (5) involved the · 
~-
..... 
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'' .... -._. ,~, --·-· ~-,-~-· .. ·-...~-~·---.:·-·--
• . .:,..., { . 
. ' 
., -
, ·' \ . 
_ .. ._ .... ----,; 8 
J 
_1.4% Ti, and ·201o Cr at temperatures froni 700°c to 800°C. At a 
·"/· ' .· 2 " 
____ stre~~ __ max!!!lum ___ (~~i!}od_~)~ 9:f' __ 3_.5 Kg/mn at_7PP°C with 23-26 Kcps 
--~-~~. ,- ~ -
a Rockwell B hardness of 98-100 was obtained in 20-25 minutes which 
"'-~ .. , ............................. . 
would require 16 hours without ultrasonics. It was claimed that 
.s.tre-ssing of the lattice increases the di.ffusion coefficient of 
..,, 
alloying elements du·e to. lit. decrease in the activation energy.· ·- \.; 
. ' 
. ,,. , .. -, 
·Al' ftan ( 6) attempted to determine which of 'the two -~factors, 
,·-----· -
frequency and intensity, is most important in the enhancement of 
-sqli.d- state reactions. Diffusion is a function of the kinetic 
erte_rgy of ·the atoms and their respecti·ve positions, with the kinetic 
\ 
-· ··· , .e-nergy ·being proportional to temperature and the position related 
. -
·t:o deformation. Under ult:r~sonic compression a -unit volume of 
·material will increase in temp.erature while in tension the temperature 
\vI-11 decrease. According to Al'ftan t;he strain or pressure is pro-
:po·r.~ional to the product of frequency and amplitude and the sp_eed 
of- pressu-re change is pro:portional. to the product of ( frequency)~ 
and a.mp·1·1tude. In a complete cycle, the change in temperature of· 
. 
·< a :un:i t vo.lume of material is minimized as a result .of the heat r~.- .. , 
·~ ·,, 
transfer- b,e:tween zones of tensi.on and compres$ion. This change in 
- ~ 
. 
· teJ:11?er·ature: va.tte:s d1rect-ly wi~h the rate of pressure change and 
:i-nve_r·s.el_y- with the _p-r~ssure. Diffusivity .is proporti:ohal·to this 
·«>-!··- ---·---.. ······· .e •• , •• ; -
,c.ha.nge in .t·emper~tur·e. In view of th:is, static elastiq deformation 
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-.. will ... not ··acc·elerate diffusion in agreement with the work. of. ·schenck 
. (l), since from this analysis, d.if·fusivity is proportional to 
. ,- . 
-----~- ~------ --~ ::- "., ---- - - - --------~---- -- ---- - -- - ·-· :a - - ---
... . '"---1 : 
:9-. 
. , · .... 
.frequency. 
-The inf·luenae of ul:tras.ont·c ··high temperature heating on. 
the structure of technical iron was~· studied by Balalaev (7). An 
annealed, one half wavelength rod of iron (0.04%C) was ~ubjected 
.to high temperature heating due to in~ernal friction caused by 
ultrasonic straining. The microstructure parallel to the longitudinal 
\ axis was -examined before and after the application of ultrasonics. 
. 
···Up. on. examinat:lon, they ·tound that· ultrasonic heating introduced .. ' ~ 
. 
~points of active structural defects which intensif.ied the dissipa-
d~~ -""'"'"'"" MW vo,o,ono,a,o,~. 
I , 
'tion of ener-gy during ultrasonic straining. The increase in 
temperature at. t·he defects ,vas sufficient to induce localized 
__ .,., 
recrystal~ization by heating to ·the 910°c transformation temperature. 
i; 
... 
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The fundamental nature of diff'uston is" expressed by Fick' s 
., -··;,~--···-·,,:::~:·--·: ........... ,_ .. __ .., .. ~Laws, tne first being a tendency for all single phases to be homo-
. , 
.. 
geneous. The mechanism for achieving homogeneity· is a·-::Tlow (flux J}: 
·' of atoms ·in a ciire.ctiqn to reduce a concentration. gradient oc (ex). 
...... ----··· ·-·- -~-· ···-~- • - • •. • -l..., 
I 
'Th1:s .is ··e:~resse:d bY: ~be following, .Fic_k.' s First Law, where D the 
~i-fftisior;i. coeffici.errt: or .diffusivity is Et.: ·p:roportiona}tt-Y ;constant 
,and temper~ture (T) is ·con·stant: 
....... :-tl'_;..11,11, 






thi.s .. flo\•r or" ator.n~- arid ·specifies· th.e ·conc:~ent:r·at:ion :as ~-: fun:c:tio-n: of 'i::{ •" I ·, 




- 5X • 
J. ,, 
Uri.·d.er hon-·s-tead:y-.s:tate conditiqn..s :~t- is found that 
·" 
1 
· vid,.ing. the diffus-i·vity is- no.t. a function of pos."ition and concentration .•.. · · 
'-. 
Ae.cording to, Lazarus (8) these 1.aws ate o~ly iqeai in that. . . . . ___ · _______ _;_ ____ , .. ::..J . 
-
ce'.rtain cond-it.iC)fi.$· a·re ·i-!lipJie·d but in real:L t~., are_ pr~t:1ctt¢al~y ;n:on~ 
.·-: 
· existep.t. Experimental: ob.s:ervations· rare'ly· ai::e:: re~ta:ted ·to tne_s:e . . - '~ : '' 
.1'· 
:.....,.;_..;..:..... .... :~~"~;.:~, ' 
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. factors in sudh a simple manner. For example the diffusivity is· 
.. 
usually not a constant but a function of one or more of· the parameters 
: .of instantane<?US time, temperature, position, and composition. 
I 
Another objection· (8) is the, implication that the driving force is 
. . 
only the chemi·ca·l concentration gradient of the diffusing component. 
i . 
In addition to this, the chemical.potential gradient affects atom 
transport, and the· chemical pote_ntial of each compon~nt is not • 
I 
independent but, =a· r:wict.to_fi. of · the other components. In view of 
' ,_ ..... 
this, it is found tnat th.e fundamental equations are suffic~ent 
; 
on1:y for the. limitJ.ng; :Case of ipfJni.te.simally small -gradients in tn:~ 
_prime parameter·s:. 
-, 
Geo·metric and Probability Analysis 
Lazarus (8) develops two basic appro.~J!:h·es. to: :the .P:r'ob1em -pf 
,eteteri.nining ·the c.haracteri~:tic, f~atu.res -pf d:L-fftision. T.he _first. :~~r~ 
/',:· 





fr.om· Oije la.tt."ic~ s·it.e, wiiere ·it: :pos.s·es:se-s free_ energy· G1 to another 
l"_'· ~ 





and state,. free energies -
,. ___ . ~- -- .,: ___ ... ·--~ 
(G1} and (G2) is developed wtth;· t:he: fol.low-
.F.irst -·all ·atom. states are in thermal. 
. e:q).1.il{b.rium ·w'Ji th. the latti ¢e •. . :.secondly the , energy band of each ·state 
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€he time required .to change ~states. is• long compared to the thermal.' 
relaxation times of the lattice.~ · The relationship developed .bY-
Lazarus is shown below: 
_.:.....- G - ·G , j • 
- - --- ---
- -------
.. 
·- 2 1 
-·-·--· -------- .. ·--;--~. -~ 
.w - nv Exp -
- • kT 
,.. 
The equilibrium state of -each atom .was considered t-o be a simple 
~onic oscillator of frequency · v ; 
T is the absolute temperature, and n 
k = Boltzmann's constant, 
is the number of independent 
paths from state 1 to state ? • ···-· If :_the. isothermal work, (G2-d1 ), 
~·· ... --~'-·~ 
.. 1' r~:quired to move .atoms from state l to state 2 is .. rediicea·;· the jump 
i 
frequency and hence diffusivity would be increased. 
The s·econd approach of Lazarus was based on the dynamics 
of th:e. d.iffusing atom and the position of its nearest neighbors. 
The: highe~tt probability o;f an --atom jumpin'g .lattice sites is composed: 
of the simultaneous occurrence of the follc5wing two requirements. 
The first is that the thermal vibration of the atom be ·Sufficient to-
' 
. t' ·carry the atom from one lattice equilibrium site to.another. 
· S.econdly, ·the nearest ne·1ghbors must move apart sufficiently to allow 
the pas~ge of· theJ a.tom to. its new position! • • I 
-
The possiole effects of ultrasonic straining on the above ·,. 
· _pr:in_c.iples can best. be explained with the. aid of a simple geometric 
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the central atom site.· If an atom of radius R3 were to diffuse to 
this site it-must pass through a constriction of radius R1 in the 
our corner a oms. Swalin 9 considers such 
,, 
a model in his report 10n an elasticity concept of diffusion.· The 
prime concern here is the calculation of the enthalpy of m~vement 
to the constriction in the (100) plane. 
···+;-.... ~,·. '·- . 
- ; , ,-The basic Arrhenius equation, below, relates the diffusivity 
; 
D. to- the activat'ion energy Q and temperature T: 
-, .--n ,;,,- Do Exp(- ~) • 
• 
~-
. In :this case Do and k are constants._ Swalin states that 
~-·i.-;~·~·~,-,.,~,.....,c,.. -........ ---
...... 
Q -_ .6J,I + &I 
·,.! 1 2 is the enthalpy of vacancy formation and 
~ is the enthalpy change of jumping to the sa.ddle point in a 
,Preversible manner. This enthalpy of jumping consist.s-.of the elastic 
shear strain energy of :pas~ing through the saddle po-int. This is_ 
. . 
the. sum of· the stored energy a-of constriction enlargement from R1 
to- R2 ~ and the etiergy of compressing the atoms from radius 
~3' to -· .. 
. ' 
.. 
~ .aq (R3 Rl). -~ > R2 > By . . that ~ • independent assuming lS of ' 
temperature, Swalin approximates_ M 2 by -M-2 - the ,free en~rgy c-h~.ge 
o~ jmnping. This is also the isothermal work of jumping used by 
• i' 
, Lazar.us and is. defined by the ·following: I \ 
... 
•· • j 
NJ 
. 2 
_ A(R3 - R1)R3 
R_i_ + BR3 
R ··- 1 
- · l .L 
Q 
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In this· relationship A and - B ·are con.stants. When con-Sidering 
(.R1 .) . the constriction diame·ter to be only slightly less than the 
- -.-. \ ---·-- . 
--------'-------
---~~--,---~--11tiom:-s:t~z~-e~-1(~Rt3~)'. -;,--:--. Yi t-e-._ -:riss:fFc'o5iunmcd~that the free ,energy-change is reduced 
."-1-· 
.. :. ., 
~ · with an expansion of R1 • This reduction in tn-2 will reduce Q 
and increase . D of the Arrhentus equation. 
In consideration of the analysis -of Lazarus and the above 
inodel- of Swalin,. a strain in the [ 100] direction will extend the 
ce:il in a manner such that the constr:i ct ion in the ( 100) :planes 
parallel to the -~train axisp is expanded cyclically more than the • 
re·maining two planes. ···_· Hence, with four passages changing ~ize 
'. '· 
r · cycl.icaliy J;.t .. ,-1ll trasonic frequencies, it should be evident that at \' ............. ~ ..... ···-·· 
,. s.oine. time during each cycle the isothermal work of changing states 
·, (J12-G1 ), as above, should be minimized. This should lead to an 
.in-c·rease in diffisivity with the increase being more evident normal· 
t.o the strained direction, than in .any other direction.· 
Temperature Considerations 
- ·1 
t . : It i's obvious. from the Arrhenius equation, the work of· 
Lazarus ( 8) and atomic kinetic energy consider.ations that a:n increase 
. in temperature will increase the diffusivity. Whenever work is done 
.. on a material during ultrasonic stralning, heating will" occur and 
every cycle. involves one quarter of a period each of the following1 
applying tension, relaxing tension, applying. compression and ;relaxing 
\ ·'1·. 
































compression. During the half perio-ds of relaxing of stress cooling 
should occur, with the amount of cooling dependent on the heat 
. · .. 




is slower than that of forced heating arid net heat_in,g is ~d. 
' 
' ~ 





-::-Order of 1000°C with ultrason
1
~~s. However_, insuf~ent information 
is airailable concerning his equipment and it i~he author's opinion 
/ that an unreasonable amount of strain must h,a;ve been exhibited at / 
. 
' / ' 20 Kcps. It is expected, based on past ~erience of the-author, 
' // 
._ .. ,:,.;· that the degree or percentage of heayng by ultrasonics, on a macro 
/ 
/ 
· scale, i·s insignificant in compar;i~on to the temperatures involved 
.. for :most solid state reactions//and in consideration of the normal 
/ 
,p:ower ·densities of ul trasoµic transmission lines.· 
./ 




:o:f: structural defecys and high strain a-s observed by Balalaev (7).-
.~--·, 
./ 
..__ ..... ~ ... --.,~ ................... -.. J . ' / / 
·· These effe~ts· co)ild be responsible for increased diffisivity. It - ' / 
/ 
/ 
is eXJ)ected t~hat these localized high temperature areas could not . 
be measur~d with thertnocouple instrumentation and hence their 




The enhancement of 'diffusion in metals 1·by means of simul- . 
taneous plastic deformation has· beep a subject of much contro·versy 
.,...1··-'-.. ·-I,:,·--~·-·-_- .• 
. _., .. , 
.., 
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·• L over the· .. past: decade. The controversy is due to both contradictory ·· 
experimental evidence and th.~Qry. The mechanism of interest is the 
· possibility of creation of :point defects during straining of the 
·base material, with the diffisivity increase being dependent on 
the amount of strain or strain rate. 
_The most common diffusion mechanisms in·vol·ve point defe.cts: 
. primarily vacancies. . Substi tuional diffusion can occur by annihila-
tion of vacancies in a direct interchange with a neighboring atom 
\ . . 
or by their combination with diffusing interstitial atoms which 
, 
. . 
prefer to come to rest substitutionally. Hence, if point defects 
• • .'r-11-
,. 
can be cr~ated during ·-d~.formation, · diffusi:vit:i.e::S would be higher ~ 
~ .. -
due to an excess of vacancy sit-es. 
Dislocation theory, in its normal appli~ation, exp·lains 
:t-he concept of slip and plastic f·low as resulting from the movement 
·o.f dislocations. However, . limited· movement of dislocations .and the 
resultant ·vacancy creation can occur in the elastic regiion as 
. '· 
suggested by Read (10) and Cottrell (11). t • . .~ Stress fields of dis-
locations interact and lock dislocations into metastable positions • 
. . In order to cause 1uni t slip the exte.rnally applied force must' be 
., 
.. 
s-~f.f.icient to break these di~~ocat\,ons apart and promo·te gliding by ,, 
--~ ------
'i" 
.overcoming all .other obstacles. If the applied stress is not· 
sufficient to overcome all obstacles it is expected that the dis-
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· · that stresses lower than the criti~al slip stress_ ·may cause rev
ers-
ible displacement of dislocations; this· reversible strain is ·a_dded
 
"' 
to the elastic strain which in effect lowers the apparent elastic
 
moduli. Creep, which normally occurs at high temperatures under 
· $tresses within the elastic limit, __ is nothing more than li~ted 




Because of th:ese, pos~ib!lities of dislocation mo·vement 
within the elastic region, ultrasonic elastic straining could pro-
·----;;;;;f-;;?. 
vide -,tbe limited dislocatipn ·travel required to create point defec
ts. 
•- ·r.; 
Buffington and Cohen (12) reported the_enhancement of the self-., ........................... , t.,,. 
diffusion of alpha iron.by a uniaxial compressive plastic strain • 
. _ The ratio of strained to unstrained diffusivity (Ds/Du) was found 
·to: be a linear function of J:;train rate and independent of· the 
ml:l.:gnitude of the strain. Supersaturation of the· iron with va.carici
es. 
·at ·the high strain rates was post·ulated as being the me.chanism of 
enhancement. At the lower-strain rates the vacancy source and sin
k 
; 
actions, of ~he dislocations approach their thermo-e,quilibrium leve
l. 
Foresti~re and Girifalco (~3) offered a theoretical 
EUialysi-s of the i.inear relationship of the diffusivity ratio with 
a 
,_ 
strain" rate and backed up, their theory with diffusion enhancement 
, ...... -... ~-.-~ with-.silver. In particular their results indicated a greater
 in-· 
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vacancy supersaturation effect. Of Buffington ~d Cohen, above, was 
. \ ' t, I I \ I I r ~ j·\. ,. ; ~r l I \ l ld°t; . '. 
· a.:pplied with the addition of the following concept to expla~n the 
(' 
- _____ , ______ -
-~--
------




arer produced by a geometry mechanism and migrate to fixed sinks 
while ~t higher te'1ier·a~ur~ the production is thermally ·activa~ed 
and annihilation. i's by a combining with di vacancies to form a stable 
and immobile trivacancy. 
, . 
Tne enhancement of self-diffusion in single crystal silver 
' while undergoing plastic torsional strain was reported by Lee and 
l .Maddin (14). A supersaturation effect was claimed to be the reason 
for their results and in an analysis similar }o Forestiere ~µd 
• 
Girifalco ( 13), it was determined that the number of excess ·vacancies 
(N ) is proportional to the product of strain rate ( ~) , ·vacancy X 
lifetime· (A) , ·. and the mole fraction of vacancies per unit strain 
(n). ·Thi-s is shown as follows: 
• N - Ef\Il • A-, ;'--·· X 
, ........ 
· Also it was· ·demonstrated that the d·iffusivity (D ) . is proportional 
to tl:le production rate (I of excess vacancies :nd t~·: number of' 
vacanc_y·- lifetime jumps ( J). 
·1 •• ,. 
. D 
·s 
S, This is related as follows: 
N· X 
.. PJ - _ l\ J - EnJ • 
When citing t,he work of Ham and Seitz,. Lee ahd· Maddin (14) reported 
the :production rate of vac.ancies to be independent of temperature but.·, 
, .. 
. , .. "" ... ,--···- ...... ,--,-,--· - .. 
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, 
·aependent on dislocation geometry effects; also the number of 11fetime . . . . 
jumps increase·d with temperature, thus aiding diffusi·vi ty. · 
resu s contradictory to Lee 
· and Maddin, in. their self-diffusion studies of single crystal silver 
•• ,.,,.,., ...... :C,,.,,IH,1 
while undergoing plastic tensile and compressive straining.A They 
(? 
reported no decisive enhancement within the limits of experimental . 
. 
.. ., ..... 
error. It was concluded· by Darby et al. that.the number of excess 
vacancies created by deformation is insignificant to the number I 
-generated by. tempe!ature alone. Their results indicated the ratio 
~. of (D/Du) to be on the order of 1. 5 as compared to 100/1 for 
Le·e:-, and Maddin. The experimental results of Darby et al. indicate 
:tha~ the number "Of· vacancy jumps per cc :per 1% strain .was less than 
3:2 10 · • · The number of ·vacancies produced :per cc :per 1% strain is 
appro~imately 1017 fo~ face centered cubic materials. Further 
. 
. ~ 
studies show the nuriiber of lifetime jumps to be 1010 as determined 
by annealing studies _of quenched in vacancies. Thus, at low 
t t th b f . lo/_ t . 1· s 1027,. en1pera ures e num er o ·vacancy Jumps per 70 s rain per cc 
a factor of 105 lower than the experime:ijtally calculated m~jJgum 
".,,---,ll, 
value of 1·032 ~:1 ...... htg!}er temperatures. It is riot expected ·that 
thernial energy would account for this difference and certainly not 
' 
-.(' " account for ·additional jumps r_~quired -for the Lee _and Maddin D 
8
/Du 
of lOO. In view of this Darby et al. discounted their 1.5 ratio as 
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.,., Darby et al • . () .. 6), in their negative re·sult attempt to· 
duplicate the torsional experiment of Lee and Maddin (14), pre-
-+----------,--~---the-----tol.low-ing--e-q11a-ti-Gn- rel-a-ting- the numbfil!--e-f'---ex-t~ st:F-ai--n-·-----'-----
' 
.
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induced vacancy jumps required per 1% strainfor the corresponding 
strained (D ) and unstrained (D ) diffusivities: 
s . . u 
I 




In this equation, (a} is the lattice parameter in A and (e) 
· the- strain rate. Accordingly, using the data of Lee and Maddin, 




100/1 diffusivity ratio. Again this is an unreasonably large number 
d 
y ,., 
to expect, in comparison to the 1027 extra jumps/ cc/J.% strain near 
·roo_m temperature. 
In view of the above·· discussion it is the author's conten-
tion that an excess of point defects could be responsible for 
enhanced diffusivity with high ultrasonic" strain rates. As an 
illustrative example consider an acoustical_ transrnis~ion line 
- . ~ -
operating at 40 Kcps with a half wavelength excursion of • 001~'. 
This would have an average strain of approximately .0006 giving a. 
'1 . 
maximum sttain of· nearly_r.OOl.' · At 40.-iKcps the period of one cycle 
-, 
-4 is .25 .x 10 seconds with the maximum strain occurring in 1/4 of' 
.I} cycle or in .0625 x 10-4 seconds. It is. evident that the maximum 
) 
.. -
. .·• ·._f· 
,ref 1, ,_-_-.· .. --.-• <~:;:::b;£s·flj;:f·(::5tX~,~},,-·;V;0f}ir~'2;;7 , ·. 
• J 
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strain rate would exceed :160/ sec ( E ). · By applying this st"'rain ·rate V 
to Darby's analysis. for the number of.excess vacancies required fQr 





• ,. , .. ,.,--_.-._i,,~ ~--·r·~_""~~ .,. -. , . -
ultrasonic straining can be approximated by (N ) below. 
XU 









=· ~ .. 
. r 
. N: 
·xu. 0.8 x 10
27/cc/1Pfi strain • 
·Tbus, wit:h ultrasonic str~ining th~ nl)1h1;>er of exc:eS:s vacancies 
:., 
required :per cc :per 11, strain j_s of the Order 1027 • This is of 
the order of magnitude expected at room temperature as discussed abo\re 
'In: t.he:- .. work of Darby et al .• (16). It: i:s therefore reasonable to 
ex-pec.t the high strain rate associated with ultrasonics to be capab.le: 
of introdu<rlng an excess of vacancies for supporting a lOO~fold. 
\ 
. ;increase in · diffus_i vi ty. ., 
't .. 
· Three extensive :reports bY Balluffi and Ruoff (17) (18)~) 
were written in an attempt, to cl~rify the contradictions of Darby 
... r-
.. 
. and· Lee and Maddin. It is suggested that within each grain or 
. single crystal th·ere exist subgrains possessing a negligible dis-
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Within the subgrain a·hol!10geneous array of screw and climb type jogs 
. " . 
existed with an equilibrium betweeri the source and sink actions of 
·the boundary; a small applied stress- could override the balance to 
the point where excessive production occurs. This is ·the model 
generally accepted for the explanation of poss;ible~ enhanceme-nt of., __ .,.-, 
diffusio~ by plastic straining. 
'After a final analys-is of some fourteen experiment·s Ruoff 
. ' 
and Balluffi have. concluded _that there has been no evidence of·}·en-
fi ', 
hanced diffusivity due to the creatiOn and annihilation of point 
defects; other parameters were responsible for past results. These 
remarks hold for strain rate·s used in past work up to the maximum 
of ·25 X 10"'"5/sec., aPPiied by Lee and Maddin (14) but not necessarily''·~-·~~--
for ultrl}:1:1Qnic strain rates approaching 160/ sec. 
'-/· 
,T - 'r.-
. •.' ., 
.. :,;.:. •Ii 
.. ,, '.''~'-'' . ,_, . ., .. ,~ . 
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,. , . ·EXPERIMENT · DES1GN 
In view -of the hypothetical explanations of expecte·d en-




.. intention of checking for :point defect, temperature, and geometric 
effects of ultrasonics. There are several general requirements 
f ... -,.., 
which wo\1ld ai-a-----in the selection of materials for this study: 
(1) -~-a -high diffusivity diffusion couple, requiring short penetration 






1- .--;: . f. '.. . 
I ~ ---- - --- -~-----1-
i. 
- ... ~ 
1 
' L" ,,. 
r 
,witJ:1 t_he ultrasonic -equipment; (2) the examination technique of. i ... 
,. q.e_t·ermining~~ the concentration gradient should be accurate, versatile, 
and. availaofe; ( 3 )~aifr"1single crystal is. req11:ired to elimir).ate '' 
:p.ossible anisotropic effects of diffusion in the various grains of 
a polycrysta.lli~ specimen·. and short circuiting of diffusing atoms 
along graln boundaries; and (4) information should be ava~lable 
concerning the unaided difftis.ivity and its probable mechanism. 
Material Selection 
--, 
, .. \ ... , ... ;--~.:.---"'-___ .__.........;_,_.._ ,-,-<e 
.,.., . Shewmon (20) and' Crank (21) :have dev"e:lope·a a thin film 
solution., fqr the, aecurate determinati·on of, the diffusivity of 
-subst.itut.ional atoms which uses the· fo1Io·wing · relatio~ship: 
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It is therefore po.ssible to calculate the diffusivi.ty (D) . froni the 
sl·ope (m) of a :plot of the· natural ·togarithm. of concentration (c). 
versus the square of the penetration distance · (x2) for a given 
time ( t)'. 
In order to eliminate excessive heating of the ultrasonic 
' 
. equipment and to reduce experimental time-, a maximum time of 18QO. 
~~- . 
se.conds .was selected. For ma.cr.a~pic diffy_s.io:p. '.a minimum x-·-· value 
of .0.1 cm. is f~quire·d ·to_ reduce ·surface e.ffects. In ach_ie·ving good 
1 .·J 
., 
r.eso·lution- of ·SO-lute concentration a minimum of one order magnitude 
c~a.ng~ t~ .. a:ccept.able. Wi.th these parameters ~d. the thin film 
-l-W, 
analysis it was calculated that a diffusivity of .6 x 1a6cm2/sec 
' is requir~d. A: literature review indicated most D ·values for 
· .. ----~··· 
the diffusion of metals were . of the order 10-lO to 10-12 . 21·. "· .. 
. cm . · :s el:!:, 
• . 
. .. ,. 
a value .much smaller than desired. 
1-·-- I 
. . 
,...l,,,,...,"'~''"''""'"'""'"'"'~• .. , ....... ,.,,.-~ 
Higher diffusi ~i ties are obtained wi tll: the. semiconductor 
family of materfalS -such as silicon and germanium. According; to 
Bol taks ( 22) elements such as gold, silver, zinc, copper and iron 
''· form substitutional solid solutions in germanium while lithium is 
·, .. . 
.. intersti.ti.al. At [300°c the diffusivities, into germanium, of Groups 
. . 6 
·r a.nd .:VIII pf th,e Periodic Table are larger by a factor of -10 tc) 
8 . . . . 
.10 . than th.ose ·or Groups III and V. Specificaliy .at 800°C: D o.f 
~opper, Group r, is 2.8 x 10-5 cm2/~ec, and that of indium, Group III 
·-. j~:-. ·, I l I,' 
.·-~ -·~ - +",·--·; ••-' ·'i . ·, 
·-
' . 
••• ,~•• --·-,,·,-·-• o'•c,, . ' '· .. '• ' • ......... , 
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. , · is 2 x 10-13 c.m2/ sec. 0 Thus, the· first requirement of high diffusivity 
is·fulfilled with the couple of copper into germanium. 
Through consideration of the fundamental properties of 
I ' r ~ 
-~-- ------~---·-- - ·- -----. ~------·~---- -·------- --- -----·---- ---~--~------
- -- -------- -- ---~~~··-· _. ---
,. 
.-:""'>• .::'--· . 
... ,-.,~-~--,----.;..,. 
'. 
' I... >: ,J.,--. 
semiconductor physics the second requirement of easy measurement· 
was solved, since diffusivities can be determined from conductivity 
( 
data. Copper b·eha.ves as an acceptor in· a substi tional solid~ solution 
., 
-
with germanium. Hence, when filling vacancy.· sites · in the germanium. 
J.attice, each c-opper atom acce-pts an electron which· leaves behind 
~ .... 
"""""''""""'"""'""''"""'' 
a positive hole, causing the germanium to be p ty-pe. By doping 
germanium with a donor impurity such as antimop.y, an n-type 
extrinsic semiconductor material is obtained with an excess of elec-
. -
.:,,.. . 
tron·s over that of intrinsic germanium. If copper is diffused into 
the. n-type ger.manium the holes soon outnumber the electrons in ttre·· 
vic:in·i ty ·o.f. ·copper. atopis and the carrier type is reversed. .A narrow 
bu.t. di ... ~tinct ·junction is formed between the two types of carriers; 
t.bi.s is des.i.gnated a p.:..n junction. By measuring the conductivity 
of the germanium the concentration of copper. acce.ptors can be 
' 
. determined. In .~he·· experiments to .be ci te.d below, the diffusivity. 
of copper into germanium as determined from the acceptor concentra-
• i 
tion, just described, has had excellent agreement with the·radio-
-~-active tracer method. 
1 • -~ 
This method has been used most frequently 
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__ .,._...'.__~_, 
Other added ad!vantages to using this p~rticular diffusi·on 
couple. are related to the requirements proposed •. The results of 
this study can be discussed in terms of the wealth of information 
. 
. :--:~_ :---.-.----------.. --.. -=--------------_ -_ --. --:---:Q-ava±lable on tb::fs- Bystem, ·· accumulate-a si-irce tlie ea:r--i-y-19;0' s·; · A 
,correlation exists between the electrical. properties, impurity con- ' 
centration, ·and crystal perfection (di~location concentration). 
Common etch pit techniques of dislocation counting are avai1able 
.. 
an~ single crystal specimens are readily available. 
Cu-Ge Diffusion ·studies 
Germanium was found to undergo a reversal of carrier type 
·when n-type was heated· to 800°C and rapidly cooled. The new · p 
·type would reverse back when heated at 500°c for a prolonged 
:period. Fuller et al. (23) investigated the cause of this con·ver:slon . 
. . and found an advancing p·-n junction, indicating t-he diffusion of 
im:puri ty acceptors into the germanium, The diffusi·vi ty of these 
" .. 0 ---, 
near 750 C, acceptors was foUild to be of the order 10-5cm2 /sec 
• 
~-------------
-- ~--·---------- -------· --- ---------------- -- ----· -------,----------------~-----, 
---·--·-----~- ----------- ----~~ -~-----~----.. -·--~and their concentration was assumed to be equal to: (1) the reduction 
.-... 
0 
.. ' ' . n carriers 1n n-type material., (2) the number of n ·electrons 
.o:f the original material at the junc·t.iot1 :and . ( 3) the suni of the 
. . origi'nal .n c;arriers. plus the added holes in the con·verted material~ \ 
Fuller and.,St.ruthers · (24) found the diffusivities of the 
thermal acceptors and copper to agree within the limits of 
I 
···L 
:;,., ''!' . · ... ~ ................... _ -····· · . .- :, . 
• I 
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. .) . 
experimental error when diffused into· germanium at 654 to 919°C. · 
Copper was diffused into. n_-type germanium from~ a thin film deposited 
- I-' 
from a copper nitrate solution, and the concentration gradient was 
. 
. ( . 
. . 
~-----m_easureci ~ith 'both radio_active. ,tracer and .condueti'vrit.y techniques.·~--~' 
·.-,. 
f 
·nuri~g a 48 hour anneal at 500°c the copper precipitated. out of 
solid 'Solution and changed the germanium back ·to n-type of nearly 
the original resistivity:.. - Slichter and Kolb ( 25) verified the 
equality of copper and 1hermal acceptors. Germanium examined at 
various stages during .and after crystal growtn were found not to 
convert when reheated. Exposure to air or doubly distilled water 
... . ........ .. 
:follow·ing growth had no influence, but after immersion in a dilute 
solution of copper nitrate ( O. 001 atomi,c percent) excessive con-
version was found. Again th'e ratio of radioactive copper atoms, to 
hole carriers was found to be approximately,, one. 
In an analysis similar to that used in this study, Fuller 
' ' . 
et al. (26) found S:H.l'average diffusivity of 2.8 +.3 x 10-5cm2/se·c 
. -
for the temperature range of 700-900°c. 
.. 
Solubility studies verified 
the close agreement between the conducti·vi ty and radioactive 
,_ .. .,,_ --· ,_ ____.,,_.. ~ ... 
-~ J 
. techniques of meas~ring di,ffusivity below 700°C. The maximum 
1 , b . l . 8 ° 4 X 1016 , so u 1 i·ty occurred at 75 C with holes or copper atoms 
per cc. This agrees with the peak value of 8 x 10~5 atomic percent 
-of Thurmond and Struthers (27)., Due to the scatter .of the .diffusi·vity 
L 
·..,·. 
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results, the, t~ml)erature dependence of diffusivity was not accurately 
--determine_d;_ -however, by a st·atistical analysis of the data, a maximum ··--1 
activation energy of_4100 cal -is obtained. AccordingJ-y, the follow-
ing temperature-depende~~ .l\.r:rhenius equation _was; de:V"elop.ed--hy-Julle'----f-"'.r----c--'---~ 
et al. (26) for the 700 to 900°c range: 
D - _ 0.00019 exp{--4100/RT) ,. 
The.·:tr attempts _to measure diffusivity 'ti)elow 6.50°c indicated a much 
.-
lowe.r.0 di':ffusi vi ty. It is their opinion that this may be ·due to a 
:· :· . ~ 
lack of equilibrium below this eutectic temperature. Esaki (28) 
. , has reported a higher activation energy of 35,000 cal for thermal 
acceptors below 650°c; this leads to a .lower diffu·ston coefficient., .. 
' 
' --~~\ 
-- _ Fuller et al. (26) suggest that the low activation ·energy and high 
diffusivity, 2.8 x 10-5 at 700-900°C, indicate an interstitial 
mechanism of diffusion. Also, atoms known to enter germanium sub-
stituti_onally .had very low diffusion coefficients -Of the order 
-12- 2/ 10 ··- cm sec. 
. ~ 
However, as with normal interstitial diffusion / of 
... 
accepto_rs, the copper should diffuse as- ·a negati·ve ion, sinc;e it 
has an added electron. It_is· fo,und that the diameter of the negative 
0 
____ ,-::Jon is _greater than 1.5A which is larger than the interstitial site I • l 
0 
. · of--:-l.22A. It was thus suggeste-9- _that the copper diffuses inter-
:stitially as cu0 or Cu+ -at high temperatures and tak:e'S ·on an 
·- .._ 
.... J • 
• 






















acceptor· 1evel. at lower ·temperatures,,._ This was· -based on th.e evidence 
_ that in tl'!e presenc_e of a de field copper diffuses as a positive ion· 
at-850°-900°C and as an uncharged atom at 700°c. 
I 
The possibility of interstitial diffusion with a return 
_ ~--~~-
------~-~. '~~-- --=-'-----_-cc,.-=. .~-·c~~--~ ~~-l'=~~~J.~----~-~>.,.L ;':='"Jc_u.~----;'_.:';:,,' --~---"..·--~ '-~---~ =~= =-=-=-=1 
.," 
.J 
:_: .':.'. ,,· 
·.\. 
I ~ • 
,··.c -~~-,·~ •• -- •. · 
... - ... 
. . \~ 
to a substitutional lattice site has been critically examined by \ 
van der Mae sen and Brenkman (20). They developed the concept that 
both Cui and .Cu
8 (i :- interstitial and s -:-·substitutio~al) exist 
" 
together- and are .in temperature-dependent equilibrium, with only Cu
8 
acting as an acceptor. This is written as f.o·itows,. where Q is the 
energy of reaction:· 
·'I 
Ge -a~- a second pha.se- ·or. cu3Ge. This is· ,showrt as:-
- . 
~ 
·3cu. + Ge '.~,.... cu3Ge • . l 
Th.e c11:3ae , is ·fo:rmed from inters·ti tial cop:p.er since it mo·ves freely 
in the ·1attice and a_s i.t-: i:s :formed the interst_itial copper is 
rt~pl~n.isl~ed by the substitutional copper~ 
From an analysis of the concentration gradient of' copper 
:d.'.iffused into germanium, v.an_ der Maeseri and ·Brenkman (29) found that· . ·1 
.a)-
-·· 
t·he concentration ( c) and copper diffusiv·ity {:P) were not related · 
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In this equation -c0 is the surface concentration while (x) .· and 
- -------- ----
- - -- --------- ----
are the diffusion distance· and time, respectively. It was _ 
.... -
concluded that the _p.iffusivi ty . ~as not a constant·- but instead a 
function of the copper concentration. This was ·ve~tified by applying 
an analysis developed by Hall (30) for variable diffusivi ties·. 
Hall, in l1is anaJsis·, as~umed the · fundamental relationship of 
Boltzn1aIJ. which required the concentration to be a function of ·the 
-" ................ a:r f fusion time_ (t) and distance (x) as described by the following: 
C. ,-.. . ~· c( X ) 
ft • 
- - - - . - --.,:,---- - -
function of (x/ {t) · but included some unknown fa·ctors. Thus the 
validity of the Hall analysis fs quest·ionable. J)l t:qe.ir opinion 
the analysis <of concentration gradients for diffusivity ~s compl-icated 
fny the interac~ion of inte·Fstitial and .. s11psti tutional modes of 
} diffusion. 
The above theory was expanded by Frank artd-Turnbuli- (31) · 
who included the requiremen-t of a supply of vacancies f·or the con-. 
~ersion of interstitial to substitutional copper in germanium. The.-
. :· 
- __ -__ _ 
• f 
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. apparent high diffusivity ·of substitutional ·copper is easily 
achieved in imperfect germanium, since an excess of -vacancies exist:s 
at the dislocations. Howe·ver. it \,fas theorized that, in a ·.perfect 
. 
,, 






















must dissociate into vacancies and interstitial atoms. With each 
.. 
diffusing independently and subsequ~ntly re~ombining, the high , 
apparent diffusivity can be obtained. It was therefore con-c1uded 
that the diffusi vi:ty. of copper · into germanium was highly structure-
dependent. 
Fuller and Di tz·enberger ( 32) confirmed· the de·viation of 
cu~Ge diffusion from the basic Fick' s Law as reported by van der 
Maesen, and proceeded to study the effects of structural defects 
on the diffusivity of copper. Their thoughts were closely related 
to the theory of Frank and Turnbull in that a wide range of diffusi-
tives which are generated at surfaces· ahd dislocations, i.e., D 
-,v'lould vary even within the same crystal witt an inhomogenous dis-
·,"·'.-:\_,.. . loc~tion array. In the first :phase of their investigation copper 
. ' 
.• -1! 
was diffused int'.o bent and unp~nt $pecimens of germanium at 
temperatures of 760°c to 875°c. The Sai!i~les were from the s~e 
crystal and bent at room temperature. The results· indicated a 
· greater rate of saturation with deformation and a more pronounced 
-effect at lox~r ten1peratures. The diffusi·vi ty increased from the 
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due to deformation.· In the bent germanium ·· 
· the copper rapidly becomes an acceptor· by combination of interst·itial __ , 
copper and the abundant vacancies introduced by the dislocations, 
· but in __ the unbent· the copper essentially remains interstitial for 
• ~ • J 
a ·tonger time. Acceptor formation and eventual saturation~was more 
I 
. . . 
. ; - t . 2 
rapid in high etch pit co-qn~ samples, 13,000 etch pits/cm , when 
I ~ 
c,ompared to a medium count of 1800 etch pi ts/ cm2 • This veri:(t_~q. tQ.e 
• 
rel~tionship between deformation, dislocations and diffusivity. 
Another study indi·cated that the acceptor concentration -is less 
than the total amount of radioactive copper. The di-serepancy, de-
. !__":-
creases with both an increase in time to saturation and temperature:_. 
~inafly, ·evidence from autoradiographs, etch pit :patterns,. and p~n 
64 · .. ·. junctions conclusively prove the mutual existence of cu· ·, e.tch 
pits, and copp.er acceptors in proportions corresponding to the: 
diffusion rates and concentration gradients_. 
Frank and Turnbull (31) suggested. the following relationship 
' .,.) . 
., 
;for the acceptor diffusivity (D) 
s 
for dislocation free germanium, 
· "tlher-e recombination of Cu. and vacancies depend on vacancies l '.• ··.--
- ' ' l\ 
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and· C are 
- . s 
·the vacancy and acceptor concentrations,. respecti.vely. · In germanium 
of high dislocation count the copper diffus,es in,terstitially to the· 
resu 1ng in o owing equation: 
C. 
l 
Di C .+C 
l s 
.. 
r . ! ---, .·.-.. 
In ·this .case D. - is the interstitial copper diffusivi~y and l 
·, the interstitial copper concentration. It should be evident that 
in the actual crystal both processes may occur simultaneously. 
. 
. 
It is the· opinion of Fuller and Di tzenberger ( 32) that 
this mechanism may apply, to solid state diffusion in other conven-
tional solid crystals •. · This also provip.es a method for long-range 
transport o:f substitutional· atoms ·with a dependence._on the dis-
,· - •• \,. ~- . .J 
location array involved. 
. Equipment 
The ultrasonic equipment· designed :for this study, shown 
schematicall·y in Figure 1, is of· a versatile nature and hence c·an 




,1 I •1 
energy on the physical :properties of materials.-. Basically it requires 
. . 
~ ./ 
no metallurgical _joining qf the specimen involved to the acoustical 
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. · shown as part. (1) and the full wavelength follow-Ul) section (2) ·. 
clamp the specimen (3) i~ position by means of the constant pressure· 
air cylinder located at (5). The one limitation to this arrangement 
is that the specimen...l caruiot be placed in tension, but in a compa1~a-
ti ve · study this ~ay not be -neces~sary. The transmission line, 
composed of members (1), (2), and (3), has a standing wave with 
~,1,.,•..:....:...__. --
stres~ nodes and antinodes as illustrated. 
. '-
The other significant features of this equipment layout 
' 
are: the ··,r-e--rt·:tcally movable furnace ( 8), cooling heat exchanger.s 
:(7), and the , nitrogen q1J.ench ~pply jets ( 9). At ( 4) a soft iron 
segment, attached to the titanium ttansmission line (2), supports 
the magnetic field of the permanent magnet incorporated in the 
... 
amplitude detector. The magnetic flux passing through a variable 
~----a-i---r--ga-p--·-:p-e-rmitsc:t;}re---·-calibration and measurement of the excursion 
-of the·_end of member (2) by a commercial Hall cell. An estimated 
3CY/a loss of acoustical energy was noted at the velocity node of 
member (2), hence the· excursion of ·the half wavelength specimen is 
e 
larger than that measured by the Hall cell by a factor of 1. 43~ A 
"'' 
photograph of the actual equipment is shown in Figure 2. 
- L -· .- ' :.-
The conductivity measuring equipment consisted of a · 
'Dumas · four-point probe, of . 025" point spacing, a one milli-
ampe!e constant current source, an·d an- Electrol!_~S Associate~ _ 
Incorporated digital voltmeter. A. 10: 1 voltage am:plif1ier · was 
·-- ·- -·- .-. .. -·-· .. -···-:- -~,~-···-".'·------:····--·---·.1-.. -·--' ····- --- . . 
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. ·._:. r.equired to. increase the/ measured voltage such tnat +2o/o accuracy 
·-
,.;,.··· .. ·· .. , ... ·-
. ,' 
could be obtained when reading less than 10 milli·volts. By usiilg 
various combinations, of. +2°/o deviation in actual measured dat.a·, 
' -
less than +2% error was obtain·ed in the subsequent diffusivity 
-






In view of the literature available on the couple chosen· 
I 
it is expected that the effects of ultrasonics --on .... ···dtffu-sion may. 
be determined. Temperature and geometric influences ·should also 
....... .. ,;.,-,.,.,~ .............. ·, .. ,-,Of<W' • 
.............. ... , . 
... , ...... ;, .. 
:,.'"":••·•.I 
be apparent. The diffusion procedure and analysis used by.Fuller 
et ai. (26,) was followed and the basic format of·· triis study consists· 
q.f di_ff_using ___ copper into germanium with-arid ·w:i.thout ultrasonics 
under the conditions of const~nt temperature:, pressure, orientation, 
and time. This will :permit, a comparati·ve -study of the behavior of 
this d.iffusion in the presence of ultrasonic ener,,gy. 
· Single crystal germanium having the following :properties 
was used tl;lroughout this study. It was zone· le·veled, n-type, and 
grown :parallel to the [100] direction with a dislocation density 
0 
of 2000 to 4000 counts/ cm2• · The resistivity of 3 ohm - cm :_2CY/o was 
. .. , ... 
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parallelepipeds .• 250" s.quare by 2 ._500" long with the 2. 5·00" length 
parallel to the [100] direction. All faces were cU:t to be (100} 
- - --'_ .......... :.,; { 
--
cr"ystallographi c planes an.d were lapped by the supplier to remove 
-saw damage. -_ The acou-sti~al :half wavelength was dete-rmined to be 
. ' 
2.43" at- 40 Kcps frequency by the following relationship g~ven by 





2f • '<I 
_:li'o~:- a lort·gitu,dinal- -wav·e· in germanium with the strain a-nd wave 
·p 
,-_ 
v:e··1oci ty i.n the [ 10~_] direction a stress constant c11 is given 
- ~ 12 2 
by Mason .as be.ing 1.292 X .10 dynes/cm • In this relat1onship 
7' is- the wavelength, V is the velosCity of sound, p i:s the 
density of germanium__, (5.j23, gm/cm3) and f is the 40 Kcps 
·d··ri ving frequency. A length of 2. 500" was used since·. the··'::·iii:Ii'rit'ly 
shorter length at an elevated tem,p~.rature !could not be accurately 
~ ··~-.... -4:. •• ___ -- .... ---··--- •.• ·.~_,, ____ ._ 
,;,,_ .. ,.,;,., .. , 
)•!1•' _·u,s,t"" 
predicted, and seve:ral temperatures from- 450 t-o 700° C were to be 
;. 
The bars of; germanium are harid lapped successively on 
Q..rr Aloxite abrasive paper of 320, 400 and 6,oo· grit. After each 
· :~rt-~p they are washed in doubly distilled- water -and finally cleaned 
·, .in .. _Fr~on. · This was found to be botl1 necessary and suffi.cient_ to 
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·tQ.is, a copper nitrate -solution, ... ·2% by·weigh
t, was applied with an 
. 
" . " 
4 
eyedropper on one .250 by 2.500 · ·surfa
ce. After 2 to minutes 
the exc·ess was carefully -removed with t
he edge .of a·blotter. Without 
- . - -
,~ ._ 
touching this surfac~, the 
• loaded into the acoustic.al specimen was 
I .. 
equipment for diffusion. 
I 
The diffusion time was taken as the 
·time from insertion· 
into the furnace to removal ·rrom the fu
rnace and start of quench. 
No corr:ection factor was applied to th
is time interval since the 
objective was not to determine a precise ·value o
f diffusivity but 
\ 
rather a cpmparison with and without u
ltrasonics. The assumption 3'r 
.... ,..~ •• ,,.,.~·-'.t,_"1 
· .. was made that the heat-up time appro
ximately equals the cooling 
time; this offset~ most of the time-ten
1:perature error. A nitrogen 
ga·s jet was used as the quench. and it was assumed
 that this was 
sufficiently repeatable for· the comparati
ve. study and also rapid 
enough to avoid precipitation of cop:pe
r acce:ptors from solution • 
... 
Since it had been reported that the diffu
sivity is much lower below 
650°c, t1:l_e nitrogen must in reality suppress th
e precipi tat-ion for 





This is valid if 
dlff~:sion is the mode -of atom transpor
t during precipi tati'on. ,. C 
.. 
For examination of th.~- copper accept-o_r concentr
ation, the 
bars were cross-sectioned, with a diamo
nd saw, parallel to the· 
-.-
.-.
, p • 
'"<~ ................ .,..., .. , • ..,
,. 
, ..... ,,.. 
-
· longitudinal direction-"·and perpendicu
lar .,.to· t~·· surface of applied 
cq:Eper. · After. sa\ving, the germanium s-µ
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,___. 
remove saw damage .to the· su:fface. The surface 
was then probed for 
. I 
conductivity measurements" with a four-point pr~
be. This analysis 






. the , furnace. Five holes, • 017" diameter an
d • 062" deep, w~re 
. 
. 
abrasively drilled at equal, spacing along th
e longi tuq.inal length 
"' -
of-the bar. Thermocouples were placed~n these
 hoi!es to check the 
te,mpera~ure contour relative to a surface th
ermocouple used for the 
furnace temperature controller. The contro
ller was found to maintain 
W'''•• 
a temperature variation with ,:t8°C when .. set. for 715°c 
and the variation 
appeared to be cyclical •. Figure 3 illu~t:rates the
 temperature con-
tours used for various settings of the control
ler. It is to be 
noted that al though a rather steep gradlent ~
xis ts due to cooling 
from the associated equipment, the .750" central portion
 varies by 
about 10°C maximum. The germanium was nbted t
o reach operating 
temperature iri less than 40 seconds at all set
tings. · This was due 
mainly to the transmission characteristics~ ... b.f ger
manium to infrared 
radiation from. the glow-bars of the furnace,
 whi~h enhanced ·dee11. 





· and uniform heating of the specimen. 
De~-1 ... H1lghes (3~) reports .th~t· ·germanium cre·eps abo:ve 400°c 
and gives the tensile curves for 650°c. His creep
 r.esults at 650°c 
. 
I ' 2 
indicate a strain o_f .03 after 5 minutes under a str
ess of 1.28 Kg/nm • 
.. 
Since the specimen is under a compress.ive loa
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. equipment it. is ne_cessr;ry to stay below the y_ield point and· to. mini- ~ 
' -- ·-- ·-·. ------~-"-- ~---
~ •/ . 
mize creep for experiments of 10 minutes time duration. · Based on 
the data of Devr-Hughes, an applied.pressure .of 12-00 PSI ( .845~~Kg/mm2 ) 
~--------_ - - - ---- - ---·----------------·------- '• 
_ Although copper-germanium diffusion has not been studied 
' -in the presence 6f a compressive stress or thermal gradient, it is 
expected that these ef.tects, if- present, sh-ould be eliminated by ~ 
this comparative study.· 
!" .• 
I • .. 
Diffusivity Calculations 
..... 
" The thin film analysis developed by Shewmon (20.) a.nd Crank 
(21) was used; a Fortran program was written which allowed the use 
of an IBM 1620 computer for the computations. In this analysis it 
is assumed that Fick' s L_aws are obeyed and consequently (D) - the 
. - ,, 
diffusivity is constant. This was found not · to be true by van der · 
~ 
. 
Maesen and Brenkman (29) who used the Hall analysis for a variable 
diffusivity solution. However, ·as previously described in the dis-
cussion of t __ he Cu-Ge diffusion couple, there was an uncertainty in. 
the a.ppli cat-ion of Bol tzman' s rule for variable - D --- in the Hall 
analysis for this· couple ····~--iSince the object is not to find a pre,cis·e 
value of D, but to use a corn.para ti ve ,study, it is e·ven more 
reasonable to use the basic thin film analysis. It can be shown 
' 
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· reflection is allowed. 
The copper acceptor concentration is det"€rmined from .the 
.;. 
held parallel to the initial copper syrface, at a distance . L from 
• J.S 
,,.._.,.·,,.-.- ... , .... ,t 
the· surface. With a point spacing of S · the resistivity p 







.p - V I 
In this equation, Vis the measured voltage in millivolts with a 
constant current I in milliamperes; F3(L/S) is a surface 
correction facto~: given as follows: 
{L~ _, 1 F3 s· - · 2 1 --~-. 
~:__.__ - l .,.,... _____ .-3.·-·~··· + -
J1 + ( El! )2 J1 + (~)2 
. -, 
s s 
The number of carriers, either holes or· e.lectrons, is found from· -the: 




In the ca-ge of n-type material, ·Il 
or .. 
equals the number of electrons 
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. . germanium, p is ·the number of 'holes· of mobility · µ equal to 
--~ =P 
. ', . 2 . 
·.. 1900 cm /volt sec. The choice of mobility values agrees wit~ the 
work of Prince (36) when no scattering of carriers from the copper 
. is found. The value of the ·charge of the carriers is given by 
,, 
q .. 1.60 X l0-l9 coulombs. 
In this study with uncon ve,rted n-type germanium . the 
copper concentration is found {r_om the following equation, when 
assuming one copper acceptor for each adqed hole: 
... Cu acceptors - Ni+ Nf 
r , 
·rt is mer·ely the difference between the initial (N.) 
,l and final·· · 
(Nf) electron carrier concentration. If tne germanium converts 
from n-type to p-ty-pe, the copper~ acceptor concentration equals 
the sum of the original electron concentration 
hole concentration~ (Pf) as shown below: 
(N.) and the final 
l 
......... ,......... ,.c·~,, 
(f}or p-type Ge) • 
The final part of the calculations involves the- thin film 
-solution. This required the slope (m) of the · in c vs~ distance 
2 
x curve which was related to the diffusi·vity (D). and diffusion 
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The minimum concentration level was subtracted from the 
· concentration data, to provide a normal concentration gradient, 
j -
which would reduce to zero as x approaches infinity. This solution 
was used by Fuller et al. (26). This corrected ·value of concentra-
tion was used in the thin film solution, and a linear regression 
analysis. was performe·o. on the . .£n c versus 
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' RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
·. ' 




The- calculated diffusi vi ties and· important concentration 
S1.lll1D1arized in Table III. Also, typical copper acceptor con-centra-
.- . tion gradients are gi·ven in Figure. 4. The diffusi vi ties of copper 
acceptors in the temperature,. range of 692°c t·o 699°c, as shown in y/ 
Table I, did not appear to significantly change· with th.e .applied 
ultrasonic .straining.· Figure 4 illustrates the consistency of the 
surface.· copper acceptor concentration and the sirnilari ty of the 
concentration gradients, for this temperature range, with and with-
out ultrasonics. It is apparent that no significant increase in,-, 
--
the surface acceptor co.ncentration is caused by ultrasonics and 
the-r-efore, · this can be interpreted as no increase lrl substitutional 
· copper atoms. The-lack of resl)onse to ultrasonics can be· explained 
by either no increase in vacancy concentration or no change in the 
. . 
recombination rate of ·:vacancies and interstitial atoms. . \ The· 
:I -i" increase in the minim1llfl concent~ation l€vel with ultrasonics will 
t·.- . .• -···•1"':I ... ,' 
. be examined in a subsequent discussion. 
r--- . 
A substitutional copper solubility study was performed 
in order to determine possible changes _in vacancy concentration 
and temperature of the germanilµll due to the applied ultrasonic 
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copper to be a linear function of temperature. In particular, a·24% 
__ ,,_____ _ :lucrease in this ratio occurs with a 50°c temperature increase f;rom -
- ·1 
.. 700°c. In ·view qf this, two bars of germanium were dipped into a 
.,-ft;(""''-i-' 





























diffused for one hour at 695°c without_ ultrasonics,- while the second 
. 
bar was diffused in the same manner with ultrasonic straining at a 
measured amplit~de of 0.15-mils excursion. By using the four~point 
probe ~d a resisti·v.ity analysis, the original n - . carrier, final'= 




to be uniform across the sections perpendicular to the longitudinal 
• t ,"' •• -~~- .•• 
direction of the acoustical transmission line. This indicates even 
heating across these various sections. In all measurements, at· 
-various temperatures (i .• e., longitudinal positions) the copper 
acceptor solubility with ultrasonics was equal to or less than fhe 
solubility without ultrasonic straining. This result leads to two 
important deductions. First, no additional vacancies are introduced ---· 
-" ~ .. ,_ ~' . 
since in.tersti tial_ cop:p~,r should combine with tpem to increase· the 
JI 
., 
,acceptor concep.tration. Secondly, with no -increase in the acceptor 
concentration the temperature rise must be insignificant, in- view 
-
of the temperature 
O 
dependence of t-he·= ratio of copper a·cceptors to 
tota.l copper expressed by Fuller (32): 
- ---'\ At a distance of 0.3 to o.4 cm, the acceptor concentrat~ton 
reaches a, non-zero, minimum value as "in Figure 4 for 695°c. An 
r 
- ' jl .. 
•· 
··-·· 
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increase in t-his minimum level occurs with, applied ultra
sonics, 
I 
the difference being 170{o and 2201/o for a measured ultra.sonic 
amplitude of 0.1 and 0.2 ni.ils,. respecti·vely, for the avera
ge 
results of Table· III. An increase n in 
as explained below, may account for this. 
· .. ··•· ·45 .· 
According to Fuller (26), this minimum l_evel is due to 
-, 
:residual copper diffusing from the various exposed surface
s.of the 
specimen. ~~n- ,spite of careful ·specimen preparation, it
 is possible 
' that during ,previous manufacturing steps, traces of c
opper may have 
' 
_ diff~ed into the germanium an.d precipitated during the
_ zone 
refining heating and slow cooling cycles. Reheating of th
is type 
• 
of material would result in diffusion of the copper from th
e 
precipitate in a homogeneous manner throughout the specime
n. 
- ---"-Hornog-e-~s:-a44'fusJ.on-~of-----Copp_er_.from_ thi_s_ source has
 been observed 
.• ... ·, 
.. 
, . 
:·(:.:.:.~ ___ ,:.:;_ 












by Fuller (26) and the author sugiests that thi; ;henomenon may · · 
also a.ccount for the minimum- le·vel of copper acceptors 
observed 
wtthout ultrasonics • 
·Based on the· worl( of Fratll{ ·and Turnbull, (31),· another 
,~-xpl-ciliation of this minimum l.e·vel is possible. The effecti
ve i7· 
c·opper diffusion in germanium is composed of both inter
stitial and 





the .,conversion of the inter·sti tial to subs ti t:ut-i.onal copper • 
;-, 
1 . . 
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ititial cop:per diffusivity was 4 _X l0-3cm2 /seC;_~ which is nearly two : ....... 





This high interstitial diffusivity accounts for the deviation from J 




the conductivity ·type along the concentration gradient, usipg the 
conventional Seebeck effect, it was found that the p-n junction 
occurred at the minimum concentration ·value. Hence,. it is assumed 
that the acceptor concentration obtained at depths greate-r than the · 
p-n junction is due mostly· to the high diffusivity interstitial 
0 
copper. 
According to an analysis of the thin film solution for 
.. ,_ ··- ··.,,-~&·, 
.t:hese specimens of 0.250" diffusion depth af:ter :480 seconds at 
700°c, pure interstitial diffusivi ties of 4 X 10:-3c~2 /sec would 
· result in 74!fo of the interstitial copper being_ reflected from the 
surf.ace· opposite the original thin film. Reflection is due. to 
. 'i. 
' 
the .impermeable boundary ( the opposite surface) for the diffusing,,, 
. ""' • -~·,._.,.-,..,.,,,:..,. __ ' _"·:~1:.,u.,,~,~ 
interstitial copper atoms at this depth and a resulting builu-up 
of interstitial. copper · concentration within the. spee_imen. -Hence, 
~ . 
. 
.~ in effect~ 7W;~· of the interstitial copper is increasing the 
apparent. concentration within the ~pecimen rather than diffusing 
to an infinite. ·distance as in the theoretical thin film analysis. . .... , .... 
This pYienomenon ~ mathe.matically treated as a reflected· diffusion 
gr.adient. The reflection of inteI"stitial copper would t.~nd to, 
. ·J, 
._.., . ., ' 
.. ' ·. ,'/.:~~<+~ 
' :·,;;: __ .;t_ 
'"'-,.. .· .• .._ . 
,. • .: • fl -11 '--::--'-"·.~· - ' 
' 
,, 
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4y 
·. · occupy vacancies in ·a. ne.ar homogeneous manner throughout the- sample 
and result ·in the minimum level as shown in Figure 4 without ultra-·. 
• SOnl.CSo Following this conc~:pt it is reasonable that ultrasonics 
increase the minimum· levels as· expe.rienced during this study. The 
, 
·. . ., ••. . . · 14 
increase irr· the. minimum level of approximately 4 X 10 acceptors/ cc 
iS about lt:P/o of the surface concentration. and hence t~ effect of 
. this increase is ·to some extent masked by the variances of the 
data at·· higher. concentration due to experimental error. Howe·ver, · 
in F_igure 4, a nearly homogeneous· increase in acceptor concentration 
f . 
of this magnitude is observed for 695°c with 0.2 mils ultrasonic 
amplitude, while the surface concentration essen._tially remains 
~onstant as discussed before. 
A study of a~ceptor diffusion at 496°c also can be inter-
·, 
preted as evidence of the enhancement of interstitial diffusion 
· ,vith ultrasonics. As shown in Figure 4 for 496°c, the concentration 








However, these diffustvity~values are ques·tionabJ.e since a thin 
film solution is not strictly valid. 
.!,; 
'l'he concentration cur·ve of 
Figure 4 shows a near constant concentration of a~ceptors u.1> to· a 
distance of 0.2 _cm before .a reduction occurs and appears as a 
,-,~ . constant source. Howe·ver, the gradient at a depth greater than 0.2 cm 
di., 
.,, -. ·-:~:+~~i.~&;1 ,~ L !lf;&&;;fyii~~.~ g 
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. . 
appears to -have a _slope· similar to the other .diffusi-on gradients; , 
w'ith and vlithout ultrasonics at both 496°c and 695°c. Hence it is 
deduced- that the effecti·ve diffusi·vi·ty is riot altered significantly 
with ultrasonics at 496°c. It is also apparent from Figure 4 that 
an order of magnitude greater concentration is reached at a~depth 
. c-,- . 
--... 
...;. . . . 
Qf;)f 0.2 cm when ultrasonics is applied. This concentration of the «· 
-- 14 / order of 3 X 10 . acceptors cc is greater than the solubility of 
1 X 1014 atoms/cc found. by exf:r:S.polating Fuller·' s (26) data at 
' I. 
496°c. However, his ~solubility data below 650°c was determined 
from concentration -data obtained from a· study of diffusion by the 
· ~ 14 
motion of the :P.-n junction and thus the ___ ya~Jdi ty, o,f the 1 X 10 
atoms/ cc value is questionable. The· slight increase i.n surface 
concentration as shown in Figure 4 could arise from an enhancement 
1· • ---
of equilibrium with ultrasonics, but in general the concentration 
.. 
~I 
increase is deduced to be a result of enhanced interstitial 
diffusivities as· examined previously for 695°c~---,. A minimum concen-
. tration le·vel for 496°c was not measured due to the poor resolution 
by the equi:pment used at this acceptor level. It -is thus proposed 
that ultrasonic energy enhances the pure interstitial diffusi·vi ty 
of copper to the :point that saturation is reached during the time 
of the experiment a-S a result_ o.f the low solubility at 496°c. This 
can explain the change in shape of the concentration··curve with. 
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It is apparei:it · that the. interstit.ial diffusion of COJ?:per in 
germanium is ·enhanced with ultra.sonics. Since no increased tem.:pera-
·--~--·--·-. 
. ·, 
ture or vacancy concentration '"was caused by ultrasonics during the 
~ . 
a·cceptor soluolluystuay-;-1t~~1-s---an1.-ikelt'fbT-~diffusion -to~be- e~nl"'\-:-=----------
hanced by an excess of vacancies created by the high strain rate of 
-. 
ultrasonics or from local temperature effects. Therefore, a change 
in lattice parameters is suggested.as the mechanism of interstitial 
diffusivity enhancement, as discussed in the "Hypothetical :Ex"plana-. 
tions" section of this· study. -
Boltaks (22) reports his work with Sozino·v, whereby the 
diffusivity is. studied with radioactive copper from 600°C to 900°c. 
It is shown that above 700°c,. D is of hhe order 10-5crn2/sec while 
• 
below thi§ temperature 
-11 2 , 
D varies from ., 10 · cm / sec at 6oo~c to. 
10""9cm2/sec at· 700°c. It is thus indicated that a sharp''dis-
• I 
co~t-inuity· ·exists from substitutional to interstitial at .700°C. 
Howe·ver, t.he data obtained in this study supl)or·ts van der Maesen 
-. 
and Brenk.man (29) who suggest the continuous transition from sub-
stitutional to .inte:r,stitia.1 copper wfih an increase in temperature • 
. As illus·trateq. in Tab+e · III, the acceptor diffusivity· decreased to 
o.66i x10-.5cm2/sec upon decreasing the temperature to 496°c with" 
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that interstitial copper_ diffusivity i's still operative down -·to 
No measurable acceptor diffusi·vity was found at 445°c, 
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' SUMMARY. 
, .• · • • ·-1 
. .- l! 
t ; . . 
It was the objective· of this endea·vor to achieve a better 
~-----------
- ---------------- --- ---,. --------------




,· The selection of the copper-gerrria.nium diffusion couple was benefi-
' . 
. 
cial in many respects because of its unique characteristics. In 
this respect the effects of ultrasonic energy on the temperature 
and structural prope~ties of germanium during diffusion of copper 
were either-measured ·or deduced from the experimental data. How-
ever, because of the interaction of many physical :p_ro:perties of 
.. /., .. -·,. 
this system, the·· validity of the conclusions listed below should be 
. 
-
checked with more'conventional materials. One apparent_disadvantage 
of ·th.is couple is that the direct analysis of either interstitial 
{ 
or· ·substitutional diffusion is not obtained. The ~cceptor 
'\ 
.: ... :i,' ' diffusivity measured .is the sum of an interstitial and ,subst':i.t'.µtion~l 
component of copper diffusion. 
- •• 1 • 
The following remarks are restricted to 'the diffusion of 
.. 
()
. 0 0 copper into germanium in the -temperature range of. 50 , C to 700 C_. 
Where ultrasonic energy was awlie,d, the maximum strain amp1i tud_e 
was approximately 0.001 at ·40 Kc:ps. 
.',,• - ,,_ .,,._ .,.--- ...... . 
(1) lt: is concluded that ultrasonic straining h·ad 
·rto significant eff'~ct on the diffusivity of . 
. <'• 
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·in the similarity of diffusion gradients of 
samples diffused with and without ultrasonic 
energy and also through a comparison of 
·-resui ts of. -the -thin :riiin "analysis~. ~- -.- . ~-. . ... 
. ' 
It was demonstrated -~hat the solubility of 
co:pper acceptors is not inc-reased by the 
. application of ultrasonic energy. This was 
_--;; =~-1 
verified with a solubility study arid the 
similarity of surface concentrations of the 
diffusion gradients. 
'. 
It is postulated that ultrasonics did not 
introduce point defects in an amount 
sufficient to enhance substitutio,nal copper 
. diffusion and thus· dislocations were not 
introduced or caused to intersect to any 
significant degree. This indicates that 
. if . . 
an excess .of ·vacancies is not generated as 
1 
~ •' 
a result of the high str'ain rate associated 
, . . l ... 
with ultra-sonics. The basis for· this 
proposition was th~ acceptor solub:ility 
•. ,• ' 
. ---,... 
and diffusion data obtained for thi:S 
system which had been repor·ted to b.~ 
extremely structure-sensi ti've. 
!-, 
































-·From a consideration of the copper aoaeptor 
diffusion gradients and a solubility analysis, 
it was deduced that there was no significant 
ultrasonic cyclic straining of the crystalline 
. . 
. lat·tice. This was based on ~the-···work of Fuller 
and Ditzenberger (32), whereby an· inc-rease in. 
temperature of the germa.niwn during diffusion 
~resulted in a proportional incre·ase in the· 
ratio of copper acceptors to _the total number 
of copper atoms. 
(5;) .It. is suggested that ultrasonic energy enhances 
th.e ·interstitial diffusion of copper by altering 
·i ·the lattice pa.rameters of the germe.niurn crystal 
structure. This· was desc:ri-bed as· a geometric 
and probability effect and was tllustrated by 
an increase in-the minimum ~cceptor concentration 
level by ultrasonics. 
(6) The copper acceptor diff-usi vi ty was determined 
-5 2 -to be of the order 10 cm_/ sec for temperatures 
·," ... 
from 700°c to. 496°c. No measurable acceptor 
'· 




























. • . .I 
:-.., 
appears to be no ste:p function for the change 
. . 
from substitutional to interstitial diffusion 
of copper in germanium at 700°c as suggested 
22 
,--
~ magnitude down to 500°c supports the co:ncept of 
.. 
. . 
·van der Maesen and Brenkman (29) whereby a 
continuous transfer from substitutional to 
·-
interstitial diffusion occurs with the quantity 
of each mode varying with temperature • 
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. Diffusion and Concentration Data for T > 600uC at 480 sec 
Position 
from end 






































0.2 ·' f 
0.-2 
.,:0 .• :2· 
Surface Minimum 
Concentration Concentration 
(Cu-Acceptors/cc) x 1015 
2.30 0.18 




2.35 o. l 
2.30 o. 7 
1.95 0~ 4 
2.15 ). O.f5 















2.40 •') 0.62 ,. ~ 
2.35 c-, o.64 
1.95 o.68 
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' l ~-. Table II 1 
. Diffusion. and Concentration Data for T < 6oo"c at 480 sec Position 
frorn. end 
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Conco at Min·mwn. 
0"2 cm Co c .. 
1 Cu-Acceptors cc X 10 .i 
9.3 3.10 0 9.3 3.50 0, 
7.7 3.50 1 2.8 a.Bo 0 2.6 a.Bo 0 2.0 0.90 0 
---
----
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440 0.17 
448 0.17 





















0.25 o. lOtt 0.25 . o. lOtt 
0.25 o. 0 
0.80 o. 0 
0.80 o. 0 
0.80 o. Ott 
2.50 .. o. Ott 
2.50. o. Ott 
2.00 o. 'Ott 
. i.70 o • Ott 
0.80 o. Ott 
















tScatter in Data ttEstimated Values 
( ': 
Diffusivlty 2; . 
_c; cm sec x 10" 
1.710 
2.800 
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1 - 40 KCPS, ltrasonic Driver 
2· - Full Wav, length Back-up 
3 - Germair1iu.Jn Specimen 
4 - Hall Cell Amplitude Indicator 
5 - Coxistant .Pressure -- Force 
6 - Horizont~l Slide · 
7 - Cooling Heat Exchanger 
8 - Vertical~y Movable Furnace 
9 - Nitrogen!Quench Jet 
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Penetration Distance, cm. 
Figure 4 
Typical Acceptor Concentration Gradients 
With and Without Ultrasonics at 695°C and 496°C 
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